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1INIrWJCTION
This communication is the final report for NASA-Ames Research
Center Grant No. NSG-2289 to San Jose State University, the period
covered by the grant extending from October 1, 1977 to October 31,
1979. The research summarized in this report has been a result of
collaborative efforts between students and faculty at San .dose State
University and research scientists in the Man-Vehicle Systems Research
Division in the Life Sciences Research Laboratory at Ames Research
Center, Moffett Field, California. Throughout the grant period,
practically all of the tasks were carried out at the Center where the
collaborative work supported a number of ongoing research projects
being conducted at the Center as well as the specific experiments
presented in this report. Brief summaries of selected experiments and
other tasks are presented first. These do not include studies which
w,-- ,re summarized in the annual status report dated September 1978.
These investigations have been arbitrarily divided into three categories:
(a) vestibular stimulation, (b) flight management and man-cockpit
information interfacing, and (c) visual perception in flight simulation.
A reference list of research which has been supported by the
grant is presented in Appendix A. These references include both
completed research reports and work in progress. Masters theses are
listed separately. It should be noted that the work on some of these
projects began under an earlier grant. The University faculty and
Center research scientists who collaborated in the work are listed in
Appendix B. A summary of student activities is given as Appendix C.
Bury, K. F. Reaction time to whole body rotary acceleration: Effects
of intensity of rotary vibration.
This experiment investigated the effects of vibratory angular
acceleration (!R) on pilots' response to concurrent pulses of constant
_% in a rotation device. Eleven pilots were tested for three vibra-
tion patterns and four intensities of vibration in addition to condi-
tions without vibration. The pilots' task was to respond as quickly
as possible to pulses of constant k which were far above threshold
and which were superimposed on the vibratory at. Choice reaction
time (RT) was the dependent measure. As expected, choice RT was
inversely related to the level of constant a_„R. The effect of vibra-
tion intensity was complicated with increasing vibration intensity
levels causing a decrease in sensitivity in some cases but not in
others. Rotary vibration at S Nx had no significant effect on choice
sensitivity to rotary acceleration.
The purpose of this experiment was to develop an e^cpeditiot^s
method to measure sensitivity to rotary acceleration and to use the
technique to determine preliminary thresholds for rotary acceleration
under three conditions of rotary vibration. Using this method,
thresholds for rotary accelerations having durations of 0.5 and 1.0
sec were determined for four men who were not pilots. Three vibratory
acceleration conditions at an ILLS magnitude of lo o/sect were used:
no vibration, 1 Hz, and 5 Hz. The method was found to produce results
comparable to more time consuming methods. As would be expected,
there was an inverse relationship between the duration of the constant
angular acceleration and threshold level, the threshold for 1 sec
being about . 40/sec2 and the threshold for 0 . 5 sec being about .90/sec2
However, the differences among the three vibratory conditions were
negligible, i.e., the vibratory acceleration produced thresholds
very close to those with no vibration. The new method is currently
being used to test a larger group of pilots to verify these findings.
-	
S. T. P	 on ar/ Uk	 r
dyz mk simulation under vibratory augUlar-aecele=tion~.attd _ - 	 _r
_ attention loading.
This experiment's the effxts of rotary vibration and
attention loading on pilot-fors
	 of a +ccmpansatory tracking
task. Subjects were ll amerdal airline pilots, each of
performed a dynmic 	 tracking task during exposure to-
various condition of rotary vibration.
	
Half of the conditions
included a RT task as an attention load. 	 Cumulative R6 tracking
error was measured during `'+ .S-	 ui*,-t	 ., .-Vibration condition was
_ found 'to affect RMS tracking error with I 	 error g	 t0t.-fbr. -Hz`-- -
-	 conditions and least for S-Hz conditions.	 Tracking error for quasi- 
t
random vibration fell between those of 1 Hz and S Hz.	 Vibration
intensity did not have a significant overall effect on tracking error,
however at 1 N.z, with no RT, higher intensities of vibration resulted
in decrements in tracking performance.
	 The 1-Hz condition also
displayed greater intersubject variability than either the S-Hz or
quasirandom vibration condition. In general the overall effects of
the rotary vibrations used were minimal.
SFLIGHT MuwaMnr
Work has been carried out in several independent areas of Flight
Managaae a The investigations cover such varied topics as: cockpit
display of traffic information, work load, synthetic speech call-outs
during the landing phase of flight, perceptual factors in the use of
a microwave landing system, automatic speech recognition, automation
of aircraft operations, and total simulation of flight training.
Four of the more recently coopleted projects are briefly suw.rized
below while the other work is presented in the reference list.
f
Bird, K. L. The effect of estimation technique and task condition
E
	 on the estimation of time.
R
Time estimation has been proposed as an unobtrusive method to
measure workload. This study investigated the effects of time
estimation technique and task condition on the production and
verbal estimation of time intervals ranging from S to 14 sec.
Sixteen college men were divided into two groups. One group used
the production method while the other used verbal estimation. Each
t
	 group used three levels of the task condition: (a) baseline 1 (pre-
tracking baseline), (b) tracking (subject performed a one-axis
tracking task), and (c) baseline 2 (posttracking baseline). All
t	 subjects either produced or verbally estimated the length of each
interval using both the vocal counting and no-counting techniques.
The ratios of the subject's time estimate of the interval length
t
	 to the actual interval length were used as the independent variable
for each block of trials.
E
edition. no length of the subject's productions increased under
editions where they were required to perform a trwIdng task with
and without counting. Hmarar, the increae in production length
was less dramatic when the subjects were peraitted to count. The
length of the subject's verbal estimates decreased during the track-
ing task edition, with and without counting, although this decrease
was less dra utic when the subjects were permitted to count. The
results of this research indicate that there is an inverse relation-
C,
ship between the lenich of subject's productions and the length of
the subject's verbal estimates. When the subject is permitted to
use some overt form of keeping track of time (e.g., vocal counting),
C.
the within-subject variability decreases and the subject's ability to
estimate time intervals is less affected by a distracting tracking
task. The subject's ability to make time productions is more
C
affected by estimation technique than the verbal estimation method.
Palmer, E., Jago, S., Baty, D., $ Q'Conner, S. Display factors
S
affecting perception of aircraft separation on a cockpit display
of traffic information.
E
	
	 Perception of motion and aircraft separation on a cockpit
display of traffic information may be affected by many different
t
pass in front of or in back of his own aircraft based on a short
observation of the encounter situation some time prior to the time
of the closest approach. The results of nine experiments shed that
the display of history did not improve performance although it was
0	 wanted by pilots when tyre was no other explicit display of
aircraft turn rate. Pilots made fewer errors in judgment of the
position of an intruder aircraft when they had predictive information,
C	 especially with the predictor curved proportional to turn rate.
Varying the rate of updating information on their own aircraft and
the intruder aircraft did not affect pe 	 . There was also no
difference in performance as display viewing time was varied from
1 to 16 sec. Parameters specifying the nature of the encounter between
the two aircraft such as miss distance, intruder velocity, crossing
it	
angle, and turn rate affected performance.
Perlaki, K. M. Speech recognition by computer versus manual data
g
entry: Efficiency and effects on a concurrent tracking task.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the feasibility of
voice command as an alternetive to key board to input information into
a cuter with particular reference to its use onboard aircraft.
0
8Bight pilots served as subjects. Their task was to enter four
ccubinations of trio-element, coated sequences into a computer system
via either `mice or keyboard. The command vocabulary was comprised
of 10 digits and 10 general-navigation commands. The pilots
performed a tracking task continwusly during all trials using the
left hand. On half of the trails the subjects pressed an activa-
tion button with the right hand to display the next command sequence.
Initial response time (IT), total RT, rms tracking error, and response
accuracy were determined. The analysis of the results led to the
following conclusions. Speech input is: (a) comparable in accuracy
to keyboard input, (b) less disruptive to a concurrent tracking task,
(c) twice as fast as keyboard for initial RT, (d) as fast as keyboard
for total RT, (e) less influenced by command content than keyboard
input, and (f) less influenced by intermittent use of right hand
keyboard input.
Randle, R. J., $ Hamerman, J. A. United Air Lines total simulator
training study.
This project is an investigation of the effects of simulator
and aircraft landing training on pilots' performance on a three-
landing, NASA check ride. Pilots were given landing training either
with an aircraft simulator or with the aircraft itself. Two different
aircraft types were used, the DC-10 and the B-727. Data were collected
using an airline safety pilot rating scale and onboard recordings of
radio altitude and touchdown, and vertical and lateral accelerations
of the check ride. A total of 94 pilots have been trained and tested
0	 collected on only DC-10 pilots and saime aspects of the prel.ir nary
study have been refined. Multivariate statistical techniq m are
being employed for evaluation of the data. Multiple regression,
discriminant analysis, and coal correlation were employed iu an
attempt to develop a prediction equation for the anticipation of
training outrames. Also, a lineir model of the association of the
a	 several predictor variables and the outcome, pass/fail, would be
Mramely useful in the diagnosis of trainee strengths and weaknesses.
MA results to date appear promising; early publication is precluded
0	 by the proprietary nature of the data.
C
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VISUAL PSRMIGN IN FUGHr SDUMION
Several projects cancwmed with visual factors in flight
simulation have been undertaken in the past two years. Work has
been carried out in relation to the simulation of reduced visibility
in the landing phase of flight. A study of motion perception involved
FC
R
in the use of the aim point in the landing phase of flight has been
completed. A major effort of the grant has been in giving colla-
borative support to the Jo:nt FAA/NASA head-up display evaluation.
This work has included both laboratory experim-its and studies in a
flight simulator.
Ferrante, F. M. Detection of visual movement through expanding
visual cues.
This study investigated simulated natural cues used in landing
an aircraft in a fixed-base simulator. Specifically, this study was
concerned with the speed and accuracy of estimating the aim point
from an expanding array on a cathode-ray tube during the simulated
landing phase of flight. The type of pattern, the glide slope angle,
and the expansion ratio were varied. Thirteen pilots served as
subjects for all conditions. The pilots were required to respond to
the detection of the aim point in the dot array first by deflecting
g	 a toggle switch and secondly by positioning a pen on a response tablet
to mark their estimate of the correct position. The following four
measures were recorded: simple RT and absolute, horizontal, and
g	
vertical angular error. Simple RT increased with simulated distance
f:-om the aim point. The randa► texture gradient produced Greater
M3
9
threshold was found to vary from 1 to 3 minutes of arc/sec .
a	 FaIM v R. An evaluation of information processing in three head-
up diRga"•
In order to make a preliminary evaluation of information
Processing !n three 
head-up display (HAD) symbologies, nine currently
qualified commercial airline pilots were presented stimuli that were
CT	 static rept sentations of views through a HUD. These stimul i wawa
artistically rendered HUD symbology configurations and forward views
that were optically c=bined in a tachistoscopic presentation. Three
diff9rent. display symbologies were used: a flight director, a
velocity vector, and an attitude reference. Subjects were asked to
perform a same-different matching task for 
all 
or part of the display
C	 symbologies, both when the external forward view was present and when
it was not. Differences in reaction rims and percentage errors
i nd icated that there is an advantage with respect to speed and
accuracy with which the information for the matching task was accom-
plished sequentially vAile the	 features of the symbology
and the emernal '- ,rmrd view were cmxwrently available to the pilot.
The superimposition of the two fields of 'Visual information does not
necessarily hinder the availability of information from either field.
I
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effects of refted visibility of a empaer grqhics display
an visual judgments In a flight sluslator.
This eVerismat was concerned with a quontitative identification
of the critical visual information In a simlated land'	 of an
aircraft.	 Three patterns were displayed an a cathode-ray tube by a
ccepiter graphics system. 	 TImm patterns were:	 a set of four
coplanar horizontal lines, a set of coplanar vertical lines, and a
single, circular dot. 	 All of the patterns were presented perpendicular
to a simlated rummy approach center line.	 The task of the eight
subjects was 
to judge where an the display they would impact if they
along their flight path without altering their course.
Three rate/time agosur* combinations were used:	 (a) display tine
n 0.5 sm. rate n 200 m/sec, (b) display time n 1.0 sac, rate n
100 m/sec, and (c) display tim n 2 sec, rate n 500 m/sec.	 The
dependent variable was hqmt point and correct responses were
cmpared with bxxn-mt responses. 	 Preliminary analysis of the data
,tW#st significant pattern and rate/time: effects.
I*
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Completed Research Reports
1. Baty, D. L., & Watkins, M. L. -	 't ' t	 tatia
ted remit,^ lay. National Aeronaut c
and Space Administration, Scientific and Technical Information
Branch, NASA Technical Memorandum 78559, July 1979.
2., K. Reaction time to whole body rotary acceleration:
Hof intensity of rotary vibration.—Faber Dresent at t
Meeting, San Jose State
t-sity, May 3-4, 1979.
C	 3. Clark, B. Vestibular influences on other sensor and motor pTocesses.
A paper presented at a Swilum on Human Neurological
Development, Past, Present, and Future. Sponsored by NASA-Ames
Research Center and the Institutes for the Achievement of Human
Potential, Moffett Field, California, May 18, 1978.
4. Clark, B. Vestibular influences on other tensoa and motor RMcesses.
In Pelligra,	 neurological development: Past,
Present, and Future. Proceedings of a joint symposium NASA/Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, California and the Institutes
for Achievement of Human Potential, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
NASA Conference Publication 2063, November, 1978.
S. Clark, B., $ Stewart, J. D. Comparison of performance on ataxia
tests and tests of semicircular canal function. A paper
prese::ted at the meeting of e Aerospke 	 cal Association,
New Crleans, La., May 8-11, 1978.
6. Coleman, D. Comparison of choice reaction time to whole
rotational accelerations with and without 	 ar vibration.
Paper present at a Spartan syc o ogical Associafl'on
Meeting, San Jose State University, May 3-4, 1979.
7. Coleman, D., Clark, B., & Stewart, J. D. Effects of rotary
oscillation onpilots'	 ception of an ar acceleration-in 
a flight simulator. Paper present at a meeting 
of 
the
Aerospace Wdical Association, Washington, D. C., May
14-17, 1979.
P
	
S. Coler, C. R. Automatic speech recognition research at NASA-Ames
Research Center. Paper presented at the Fourth Meetingof
9 miaman a" actors Technical Advisory Group, San Antonio, Texas,
March 6-8, 1979.
9. Fischer, E. Cojaitive switchin assessment. A paper read at the
Spartan Psychological sociationetung, Sane Jose State
University, May 4-S, 1978:
14. Hai
14
M.10. Fischer, B. The role of ca^tive swiachi in head- dis
NASA C=tract'crr`art 5137, Grant`
11. Gershxohn, G. Perceptuml factors and perform =e of air tr
controllers GUM a 1dc1MWM 1gqg,1% Mtge. A papa
prUftted at the
	
versity Ca
on Manual Control, Los Angeles, April, 25-27, 1978.
12.
Publication 2060, Meffet Field, California: Ames Research
Center, 1978.
"	 13. Guercio, J. G., $ Dines, R. F. Proliminary study of head_
display assessment techniques : 	 s oaara dpan
infoTmat3on SOU time . 	 ec i	 ralXhn 7$
s]We-arch Center, October, 1978.
1S. Haines, R. F., $ Guercio, J. G.
	
A convarison of information
transfer from an instrument pane	 an	 is
containing an
	
va ent amount of	 rmation.
	
per
presented at the meeting of 	 e Aerospace Medical Association,
Washington, D. C., May 14-17, 1979.
16. Halloran, T. 0., Clark, B., 4 Stewart, J. D.	 Reaction time to
^ t accelerating lines and dots on a cathode-ray tube. 	 Perceptual
and Motor Skills, 1978, 46 1, 611-623.
17. Hamer an, J.
	
Choice reaction time to eccentric visual targets
during concurrent rotary acceleration. 	 Perception and
- PsychophysjQ, 1979, 26, 369-373.
g
18. S. G.	 Content	 s	 to	 and format of cockpit dis laHart,
	
^	 P	 Y
of traffic uoormation: Pilott o inion. A paper present
at the FifteenCoerence on Manual Control, Dayton,
Ohio, March 20-22, 1979.
19. Hart, S. G.	 Content	 symbology	 and format of cockpit display
of traffic ~in^ormatio^ n: -ir carrier gilot opiion. A paper
present
	 at	 a Fiftith Annual meeting of	 e Aerospace
Medical Association, Washington, D. C., May 14-17, 1979.
20. Hart, S. G., McPherson, D., 6 Loomis, L. L. 	 Time estimation as
r a secondary task to measure workload: 	 Butane	 of resear
Paper presenterer at the	 teenth Amual	 niversity
Conference on Manual Control, Los Angeles, April 25-27, 1978.
VIP¢-.	 _.
21. Hart, t. G., McPherson, D., $ Loomis, L. L. Time estimation 1S
as a seconda task to measure workload. In Fourt-ee-n=
rence on	 control.
	
Conference
Publication No. 2060. Moffett Field, California: Ames
Research Center, 1978.
22. Hodges, R. J. Information rocess	 in head- dis la
Paper read at aSpartan Psychological Association
	
ting,
San Jose State University, May 4-5, 1978.
23. Junge, M. K. Effect of cursor configuratim onpilots'
rformance on a ca	 -ra tube in	 simulation.
	
paper read at the Spartan Psychological Association 	 Ling,
San Jose State University, May 4 -S, 1978.
24. Junge, M. K. Effects of cursor characteristics on pilots'
tracking performance on a cathode-ray tube in dynamic
simulation. Ergonomics, 1980. (In press)
25. Loomis, L. L. Effects of feedback counting, and to 	 on
the roduction o "a-second interval. Paper read at the
partanogica Association "Preeting, San Jose State
University, May 4-S, 1978.
26. Palmer, E. A., Baty, D. L., $ O'Co ner, S. L. Perception of
aircraft separation with various symbols on a c	 it
displM of t	 is ormauon. Paper presented at the
F teent^	 erence on7- Manual Control, Wright
State University, Dayton, Ohio, March, 1979.
27. Patterson, R. Computerinput via speech recognition and keyboard
The effect of a concurrent trac^.c^ task- uponinput speed and
accura . Paper read at theSpartan Psychological Association
tMeeting, San Jose State University, May 4-5, 1978.
28. Perlaki, K. Speech recognition by computer versus manual data
entry: FIMciency and ettects on a concurrent tra
task. Paper presented at the Spartan sy ologic
ssociation Meeting, San Jose State University, May 3-4, 1979.
29. Simpson, C. A., & Williams, D. H. The effects of an alerti ng
tone and of semantic context on 21 of response time tc;r
S)gLtILISizid s
	
voice warnIngs in a simulated air transport
cEI.Tit. Ylan-Computer Interaction in e flight management
g	 environment. NASA-Ames Research Center, April 20, 1978.
30. Stewart, J. D., Clark, B., "-wings, P. S., 4 Toscano, W. B.
Learned regulation of autonomic resp2nses to control
motionsickness:- Its effects on ;t her vests ar 	 ctions.
i	 Association, New Orleans, La., May 8-11, 1978.
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- 31. Bird, K. L.	 The effects of a cOZrcuxrant
	
_.	 w	
task on
9• verbal and	 On methods of uses estimation. 	 M. A.
_ ^,	 ose	 tate tW-R 
.FY5.	 ose,	 1fo	 .
The - data have been collected and the thesis is being
written.
32. Bury, K. F.
	 Reaction time to whole body rotary acceleration:
Effects Of^ n msiff' r rIM veto :-'
 M. A."t^"^
54M Jose state University ' . fan .rose, California.,  August, 1979.
33. Coleman, D. D.risor^-of-choice reaction time to whale
-- rotationalacceleration with and id
vibration.
	 R. A. Winis,M To—se fateUnIversityp
SanTo—se, California, - May 1979.
34. Ferrante, F. M.	 Detection-of visual movement throu
	 n
adient cues.—'1GI^ Adis, 'in ose State thiiversity,
ose, California, December, 1979.
'	 35. Fischer, E. M.	 The role of cognitive switchin
	
in head-UP
displays.
	
M.	 thesis,Jose State University,
ose, California, December, 1978.
36. Gershzohn, G.
	 Perceptual factors involved in and
	
rformance
of air traf is controllers usNii a microwave landing
system.	 M. A. Me-sis,	 Jose State Univeristy,
	 Jose,
05-mia, May, 1978.
37. Hodges, R. j.
	 An evaluation of informationprocessingin three
head-	 di,	 a s.thesis,
	 state University,
San Jose,	 i ornia, August, 1979.
38. Hughes, S. T.	 Performance on a compensatory track'
	
task
during	 cs	 ation during vibratory an	 ar acceleration
attentionoa	 . 	 thesis,Jose State University,
San Jose,California,December, 1979.
39. Isa, B.
	 Automatics
	 ech recognition versus keyboard data
entry:	 Effects of tracking	 iculIX on speed and accura
of	 t and on trthesis, San Jose State
versity.	 The data are being collected.
_	 40. Jago, S.	 Perce tion of aircraft separation with differ'
vectors o	 predicted motion on a coc	 it s 	 a	 o	 traffic
.' ormation.	 M. S. MeRs, San Jose State Univeristy.
'-: ie Ma move been collected, and the thesis is being written.
w	 41. Junge, M. K.	 Effect of cursor configuration onpilots' trackLnj
rformance on a cathode-raytine in	 c simulation.
B.	 thesis,	 ose State	 niveristy,Jose,California,.for
^1978.May,
42. Loomis, L. L. Effects of feedback counting,and to 	 on
the roduction of a -secondterva .	 -thesis,
SaR J030 State UhMrSiEy. San To—se.—TAlifornia, August, 1978.
8f
43. Mitchell, T. The role of field of view and to et distance in
static j2gmts of	 ar size in photoUgh,c slides.
A. thesis,Jose State University,	 Jose,
	
ifornia,
August, 1978.
44. Patterson, R. 2LnTuter
	
t via speech reco ' tion and
keyboard:	 e effect-of a concurrent taddinjtas
s	 ac	 N. A. thesis, Sanose fate University,
Am Jose,	 rnia, August, 197$.
4S- Perlaki, K.
	 eech recqrAtion by computer versus manual data
entr
y
:	 ica	 and a ects on a concurrent trac
S. esis,	 ose 	 University,Jose,
=ifornia,May, 1979.
46. Smith, D. B. The effect of level of automation on taskperformance,thesis, San Jose State MaWersity.
The prospectus has been approved and data collection
has begun.
47. Wrye, J. L. Knowledge of results and the decrement function
in an o rational monitoriniz task. A prospectus for an
W. S. thesis has been prepared.
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48. Baty, D. L., Jago, S. J., O'Conner, S. L., F Palmer, E. A.
The effect of display	 to rate	 to type, and back-
ground on22-tce tion of aircraft separation on a cockpit
display of traffic information, In preparation.
49. Baty, D. L., Kraiss,-K. F., 8 Watkins, M. L.Im lementation
of wind shear alert and ener mana ement in cators in an
admic- ed. coc it displa. The data have been ana yz an
a Trst dralt of the paper completed.
50. Clark, B., $ Stewart, J. D. The effects of rotary vibration on
sensitivit to rotation ana tracperformance.
 
	 e
to have been co	 _.ollect ,r rt^i eeexper iments and the
report is being prepared.
51. Denz, E., Palmer, E. A., $ Ellis, S. The effect of field of
view on angular size judgments in an outdoor scene.
n preparationti  as a Dix.
52. Fischer, E. M., Haines, R. F., $ Price, T. Selected cognitive
issues with a head-9p disRlay in a fli ht simulator. The
data for this study have been collected and the paper is
being prepared.
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54.^ Hart, S. G., $ Loamis, L. L. Time estimation as a seccoondaar
task to measure workload. W e t of b ow e e of re-  sou fs .
TM report N in	 stages o_f 'pre aration orcation.
SS. Hodges, R. J. An evaluation of information RMSIESsbg in
three head-2R IlWays.report is being preparedas a
Contrector 's Report. it is in the final stages of editorial
review.
S6. Leitner, E. F., $ Haines, R. F. The visual accomodative reRMe
to three head-W dis Ia . The data for this sEgy are
belFg co eCted.
S7. Loomis, L. L., Gershzohn, G., 4 Knieriem, L. R. Perc t"I
factors involved in air traffic control of multi-fie, --
simulated aircraft in the teft—UW1 area. —atahave been
collected.
58. Nagel, D., Ahtmada, A., Bancroft, G. V., $ Ferrante, F. M.
The effects of reduced visibility of a computer 	 hics
displayon visual jqqLments in a fli ht simulator. The
to have been collected and-are beina analyzed.
59. O'Conner, S. L., Jago, S. J., Baty, D. L., & Palmer, E. A.
Perception of aircraft separation with eilot preferred
^Zglogyon a c it displa of traffic information.
in preparation.
60. O'Conner, S. L., Palmer, E. A., Baty, D. L., & Jago, S. J.
The effects of vi time time to encounter, and Rra
on uerceotion of aircraft seuaration in a cockoit disD l
or traltic information. in preparation.
61. Palmer, E. A., Jago, S. J., Baty, D. L., & O'Conner, S.
Di!2lay factors affect' 	 rce tion of aircraft separation
on a cockpit dilplay of traffic
	 ormation. Paper
Eg prepared or publication.
62. Palmer, E. A., Mitchell, T., Petitt, J., $ Denz, E. Angular
size estimation: A measure of simulator visual fidelity.
63. Scott, B., & Hodges, R. J. Piloted simulation study of low
level wind shear, phase V. The data have been collected and
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APPENDIX B	 E
San Jose State University
faculty members who have
advised research assistants.
Clark, Brant
`	 Clark, C. J.
Fox, Robert
Gross, Madeline
Hicks, Robert
Leitner, Edward F.
Markham, David H.
Minium, Edward
Payne, Frank
Plant, Walter T.
Price, Toni
Research Scientists at
Ames Research Center with
whom the research assistants
have worked.
Baty, Daniel
Coler, Clayton
Curry, Renwick E., Jr.
Haines, Richard
Huff, Edward
Nagel, David
Palmer, Everett
Randle, Robert
Stewart, John
Tanner, Trieve
Wempe, Thomas
APPENDIX C
ACTIVITIES OF STUDENTS WHO HAVE WORKED ON GRANT NO. NSG-2269
1. Total number of students who have been supported 	 30
by the grant.
2. Number of research assistants.
	
24
3. Number of completed masters theses based on work	 12
in the Laboratory.
4. Number of theses in progress in the Laboratory. 	 5
S. Number of experimental reports with a student as 	 13
sole author (not including theses).
6. Number of experimental papers with a student as 	 25
joint author.
